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Abstract

ness perspective, the justiﬁcation for the business process
and the business requirements capturing the commitments
and agreements between business partners. In addition, if
business partners design their own interfaces in isolation, it
is rather unlikely that their interfaces are complimentary to
each other.
Instead, an approach is needed capturing the business
process from a global perspective. It is necessary to focus on the business perspective of a B2B process by gathering business domain knowledge and business requirements. These requirements must be transformed into a ﬂow
of service interactions between business partners. Such
an approach is envisioned by the UN/CEFACT Modeling
Methodology (UMM). We have been a long-term contributor to UN/CEFACT and served as editing team for UMM’s
UML proﬁle.
UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology (UMM) is an integrated approach for capturing the collaborative space between enterprises. The UMM was developed according to
the Open-edi reference model [8]. It provides a modeling language and a methodology for accomplishing B2B
projects. The methodology guides the analyst on his path
from getting domain knowledge and requirements to designing business collaborations executed between business
service interfaces. UMM’s modeling language is deﬁned as
a proﬁle on top of the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML)
[20]. A UML proﬁle speciﬁes a set of stereotypes, tagged
values and constraints for customizing UML. This means
the general-purpose language UML is customized for the
speciﬁc purpose of inter-organizational systems.
An advantage of UMM is the fact that it puts UML in
a very strict corset. The resulting artifacts are well deﬁned. Each artifact is restricted to a number of precisely deﬁned modeling elements (stereotypes) and the relationships
among them is also ﬁxed. As a consequence, it is easier for
software engineers to act upon the resulting artifacts in order to bind their local systems to the public process deﬁned
by UMM. However, it is rather hard for business experts to
participate in the development of a UMM model. They usu-

In the development process of a B2B system it is crucial
that the business experts are able to express and evaluate
agreements and commitments between the partners and that
the software engineers get all necessary information to bind
the private process interfaces to the public ones. UN/CEFACT’s modeling methodology (UMM) is a UML proﬁle for
developing B2B processes. The formalisms introduced by
UMM’s stereotypes facilitate the communication with the
software engineers. However, business experts - who usually have a very limited understanding of UML - prefer expressing their thoughts and evaluating the results by plain
text descriptions. In this paper we describe an approach
that presents an equivalent of the UMM stereotypes and
tagged values in text-based templates called worksheets.
This strong alignment allows an integration into a UMM
modeling tool and ensures consistency. We show how a specially designed XML-based worksheet deﬁnition language
allows customization to special needs of certain business
domains. Furthermore, we demonstrate how information
kept in worksheets may be used for the semi-automatic generation of pattern-based UMM artifacts.

1

Motivation

Within the recent past enterprises started to use service
engineering concepts to build up a services portfolio representing their business. In this context services are economic activities offered to other business partners in order
to achieve a certain beneﬁt [30]. In most cases these services are intangible by nature and generated by business
processes. Realizing the services portfolio in a technical
sense results in B2B information systems according to the
concept of a service-oriented architecture (SOA).
A successful B2B integration does not start with manually creating Web Services artifacts, such as WSDL or
BPEL code. Such an approach does not consider the busi-
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ally do not have any UML knowledge and are not able to
produce artifacts according to the UMM proﬁle. Communication with business experts is often based on plain text descriptions and less formal drawings. Today, a business analyst already uses some predeﬁned templates - called worksheets - in order to gather information from the business
experts. However, these worksheets are loosely connected
to the UMM proﬁle. Accordingly, the business analyst has
to connect the dots - by combining information spread all
over the worksheets - in order to create a UMM compliant
model. In this paper we suggest a better alignment of worksheets and the UMM meta model. In fact, the worksheets
must represent an equivalent of the UMM stereotypes and
tagged values. We elaborate on the advantages of this approach and demonstrate it by means of a practical example.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In
section 2 we focus on the contributions of our approach.
Firstly, it guarantees a single repository for worksheets and
modeling artifacts. Secondly, it is ﬂexible enough to cope
with special needs of certain business domains. Thirdly, it
enables the semi-automatic generation of UMM artifacts.
Finally, it provides a consistent documentation of UMM
models. In section 3 we demonstrate these advantages. We
use the example of a waste management transport in order
to go step by step through a UMM model. A short survey
of related work is given in section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper with a summary.

2
2.1

a UMM model results in a duplication of efforts and a high
danger of inconsistencies. Since our worksheets are another
way of presenting the UMM proﬁle, we are able to integrate
the worksheets into the UMM model. For these reasons we
have developed a worksheet editor as a feature of our UMM
Add-In [14]. Figure 1 shows an example of a worksheet in
this editor. The editor supports the business analyst in capturing consistent business domain knowledge in an interactive manner. The worksheet editor stores the information directly in the tagged values of the corresponding stereotypes.
In other words, we have built a single repository for the B2B
system under consideration by combining UMM modeling
artifacts and business requirements captured in worksheets.

Figure 1. Worksheet editor: business transaction

Extending UMM by Worksheets
Aligning UMM stereotypes and worksheets

2.2
Worksheets provide effective means to persist existing
business domain knowledge and business process knowledge. UN/CEFACT developed its current set of worksheets
according to typical questions asked by a business analyst.
As a result these worksheets are not perfectly aligned to the
UMM meta model. In our approach we focus on a better
alignment with UMM’s UML proﬁle. A UML proﬁle speciﬁes stereotypes, their tagged values, and OCL constraints
on the UML meta model describing the relationships between the stereotypes. It is important that all stereotypes
and tagged values are reﬂected in the worksheets - but not
each stereotype has its own worksheet. This means that
some stereotypes and their tagged values are described in
the worksheet assigned to another stereotype - the master
stereotype.
Since we align the worksheets and the UMM, we have
a positive effect on the modeling environment. Today the
worksheets are often completed on paper or by the means
of a word processor. It is obvious that maintaining the textbased worksheets independent of the information stored in

Customizing content and layout of
worksheets

Although we provide a pre-deﬁned set of worksheets, it
is not mandatory to use them. Different business domains
usually have different business requirements to capture. The
layout, the structure and the style of a worksheet is not hardcoded into our tool, instead these features are speciﬁed by
the Worksheet Deﬁnition Language (WDL). Each UMM
worksheet is based on a worksheet deﬁnition ﬁle specifying the nomenclature of the requirements entries, the clustering of entries into named categories, the design of the input boxes, the corresponding stereotypes, and their tagged
values. In our tool we have created worksheet deﬁnition
ﬁles in WDL format for our default worksheets matching
the UMM proﬁle. However, an business analyst may create
new worksheets as well as extend or restrict existing worksheets according to special business needs.
The code below is an extraction of the worksheet deﬁnition ﬁle of a business transaction. It shows the tags related to the entry called authorization required. This entry
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2.4

is high-lighted by a dotted line in ﬁgure 1. The entry is of
type choice with the boolean values deﬁned as elements between the choicebox tags. The tagged value name attribute
speciﬁes that the entry is stored in the tagged value of is
authorization required. This tagged value is not part of the
master stereotype business transaction, but deﬁned within
the related stereotype requesting business activity. Consequently, this stereotype is referenced in the attribute tagged
value type. The name element deﬁnes the heading of the
entry on the screen.

A good documentation is crucial in any software development project. A report on the UMM model should serve
the needs of all stakeholders - from the business experts to
the software engineers - with all their different skills and
needs. Thus, it is not appropriate to limit a report only to
the modeling artifacts. By having integrated the worksheets
into the UMM modeling tool we are able to generate a documentation suitable for the evaluation by the business expert.
The worksheet editor is able to generate an appropriate documentation in Microsoft Word, HTML or WDL based on
the captured business domain knowledge. Using the WDL
ﬁle format allows re-importing the data again into the worksheet editor for recovering purposes. In general, the documentation contains a textual, table-like description of the
business knowledge. Different kinds of simple modeling
artifacts may be added to these descriptions on demand.

Listing 1. WDL example
0 <ENTRY t y p e =” c h o i c e ” p r o t e c t e d =” f a l s e ”
1
taggedValueName =” i s A u t h o r i z a t i o n R e q u i r e d ”
2
t a g g e d V a l u e T y p e =” R e q u e s t i n g B u s i n e s s A c t i v i t y ”>
3
<NAME>A u t h o r i z a t i o n R e q u i r e d</NAME>
4
<CHOICEBOX>
5
<ITEM>t r u e</ ITEM>
6
<ITEM>f a l s e</ ITEM>
7
</ CHOICEBOX>
8 </ ENTRY>

Our worksheet based approach also allows a very simple
customization of the UMM meta model. As mentioned in
the previous subsection, each worksheet entry is stored in
a tagged value of a stereotype. WDL allows to specify the
stereotype and the tagged value. Thus, a customization of
a worksheet may include an entry which is not backed up
by a tagged value of the standardized UMM meta model.
Accordingly, the worksheet speciﬁcation ﬁle has to specify
a new tagged value of an existing or a new stereotype. Our
tool dynamically loads the worksheet deﬁnition ﬁle, and if a
tagged value is not part of the UMM meta model, it will create the tagged value on the ﬂy. This approach allows for an
easy update/customization of the meta model not requiring
any changes of its proﬁles or code.

2.3

Creating modeling artifacts
worksheet information

Documenting the Collaborative space
of B2B models

3

UMM and Worksheets by Example

In this section we go step by step through the development process of a real world UMM model on managing waste transports in order to demonstrate our worksheetdriven approach. This model already takes advantage of
UMM 2 [29] which eliminates some of the shortcomings of
the current UMM standard [27]. According to UMM 2, a
UMM model consists of three distinctive views: business
requirements view, business choreography view and business information view. Each view comprises a set of packages and modeling artifacts. In this paper we are going to
elaborate on the ﬁrst two views, but do not go into detail
of the business information view due to space limitations.
Furthermore, it should be noted that - for reasons of readability - we do not present the screenshots of worksheets,
but present equivalent table-like descriptions as produced
by the export function.

from

The integration of the worksheets into a UMM modeling
tool allows for another approach to produce UMM artifacts.
The creation of UMM artifacts usually requires know-how
in UML modeling and the speciﬁcs of the UMM proﬁle.
The artifacts are created on the modeling canvas of a modeling tool. In our approach the worksheets may drive the creation of some modeling artifacts. Since worksheets keep all
the information about stereotypes and their tagged values,
it is possible to (semi-)automatically create those artifacts
that follow a pre-deﬁned pattern. Following this approach,
no special know-how in UML modeling is needed to create
the artifacts. This feature relieves the business analyst from
the burden of manually modeling routine tasks. We demonstrate this feature in section 3 by the example of a business
entity state lifecycle and by the example of a business transaction.

3.1

Business Requirements View (BRV)

The business requirements view covers the business processes and their categorization into business areas and process areas. If necessary, a business process can be further
detailed by using a business process activity model as depicted in ﬁgure 3. Before the business modeler starts to create the business process activity model the requirements of
the process are captured in the business process worksheet
as shown in ﬁgure 2. During the interview with the business domain expert the business analyst captures the necessary information of the business process and enters it into
the worksheet. The information includes a deﬁnition and a
description of the process as well as the participating parties
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and stakeholders. Furthermore pre- and post-conditions and
start/end characteristics are stored in the worksheet. After
the worksheet is ﬁlled out completely, the modeler starts to
create the business process activity model according to the
requirements elaborated before.

waste transport. At ﬁrst a business entity is created
with state announced. The pending state announced is
either set to approved or rejected by the responding
import authority. After the approved transport happened the business entity is set to arrived. These so-called

Form: BusinessProcess

shared business entity states must be in accordance with the
business entity lifecycle of waste transport as depicted
in ﬁgure 5.

General
Business Process Name
Definition
Description

Participants
Stakeholder
Reference
Start/End Characteristics
Pre-condition
Post-condition
Begins When
Ends When
Actions
Exceptions
Relationships
Included Business Processes
Affected Business Entities

Manage End-to-End Waste Transport
A waste transport taking place between an export authority and an import
authority.
Subject of the business process is the waste transport between different
countries. The export authority of the export country pre-informs the import
authority of the import country about a waste transport. Upon successful
receipt of the waste transport the import authority informs the export
authority.
ImportAuthority, ExportAuthority

General
Business Entity Name
Definition

none
Waste Management

Description
BusinessEntityLifecycle
Pre-condition
A waste transport exists.
Post-condition
The waste transport has been arrived or rejected.
Begins When
A waste transport is initiated.
Ends When
The waste transport has successfully arrived or has been rejected by the
notifiee.
Exceptions
BusinessEntityState #1
Name
announced
Definition
A waste transport is in state "announced" if the notifiee has been informed
about it.
Description
Before the notifiee reports back to the notifier whether the waste transport is
accepted or rejected, the waste transport is in state "announced".
Predecessing State
BusinessEntityState #2
Name
accepted
Definition
A waste transport is in state "accepted" if the notifiee positively responds to the
waste transport announcement of the notifier.
Description
Before the notifier is informed by the notifiee about the successful execution of
the waste transport, the waste transport is in state "accepted".
Predecessing State
announced
BusinessEntityState #3
Name
rejected
Definition
A waste transport is in state "rejected" if the notifiee negatively responds to the
waste transport announcement of the notifier.
Description
If the waste transport announcement is declined, the waste transport is in state
"rejected".
Predecessing State
announced
BusinessEntityState #4
Name
arrived
Definition
A waste transport is in state "arrived" if the waste transport was successfully
executed and the waste arrived in the target country.
Description
If the waste transport has been accepted by the notifiee and the transport was
executed successfully, the waste transport is in state "arrived".
Predecessing State
accepted

The waste is ready for transport.
- The waste has been moved from the export country to the import country.
- No waste transport took place.
Export authority receives the order to initiate the waste transport.
The export authority receives the transport arrival receipt from the import
authority.
- Pre-inform on waste transport
- Inform on waste receipt
none
WasteTransport

Figure 2. Business Process Worksheet
The activity diagram in ﬁgure 3 depicts the manage
end-to-end waste transport.
An exporter informs the export authority about a waste transport.
The export authority in turn informs the import
authority about the incoming waste transport. The
import authority then informs the importer. Due to
space limitations the activities of the exporter on the left
hand side and of the importer on the right hand side are not
shown in detail.
The export authority pre-informs the import
authority about a waste transport.
The import
authority can either accept or reject the waste transport
announcement. In case the waste transport announcement
has been accepted the waste transport starts. On arrival of
the waste in the import country the import authority
informs the export authority about the arrived waste
transport.
:Exporter

:ExportAuthority

:ImportAuthority

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Pre-inform on waste
transport

«SharedBusinessEntityState»
:WasteTransport
[announced]

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Pre-inform on waste
transport

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste transport
rejection

«SharedBusinessEntityState»
:WasteTransport
[rejected]

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste transport
rejection

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste transport
acceptance

«SharedBusinessEntityState»
:WasteTransport
[accepted]

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste transport
acceptance

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste receipt

«SharedBusinessEntityState»
:WasteTransport
[arrived]

«BusinessProcessActivity»
Inform on waste receipt

Form: BusinessEntity
WasteTransport
The waste transport business entity is the list of states a waste transport can
have.
A waste transport is taking place between an export and an import authority.

Figure 4. Business Entity Worksheet
Both, the business entity life cycle and the business process activity model are strongly interlinked. Figure 4 depicts a worksheet capturing the requirements for a business entity lifecycle gathered during an interview between
the business domain expert and the business analyst. First
a deﬁnition and description of the business entity lifecycle
is stored as well as pre- and post-conditions and begin/end
characteristics. In the next step deﬁnitions and descriptions
for every business entity state are gathered. The generation
of the business entity life cycle as depicted in ﬁgure 5 is done
automatically by the worksheet editor using the information
of the business entity worksheet (ﬁgure 4). The entity graph
is constructed by analyzing every life cycle state and its predecessing states. Furthermore the description and deﬁnition
for every life cycle state as stored in the worksheet are transferred into tagged values of the model artifacts.
The worksheet for the business entity lifecycle is no arbitrary construct but designed according to the information stored in the UMM meta model. Figure 6 shows the
business entity part of the UMM meta model. For our

:Importer

Figure 3. Business Process Activity Model
The information exchanged between the business partners in the business process is about the business entity
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«BusinessEntityState»
rejected

«BusinessEntityState»
announced

«BusinessEntityState»
arrived

«BusinessEntityState»
accepted

ing partner about an already irreversible state change the responder has to accept - e.g., the notiﬁcation that the waste
has arrived. It follows, that responding in such a scenario is
neither required nor reasonable. In the latter case, the initiating partner sets a business entity to an interim state and the
responding partner decides about its ﬁnal state - consider a
request for a waste transport that the responder might either
accept or refuse.
In our waste management example, we have identiﬁed four shared business entity states in the manage
end-to-end waste transport business process activity model - announced, accepted, rejected, and
arrived. Announced is a communicated interim state
from the export authority that requires either the acceptance or the rejection of the waste transport. Thus,
accepted and rejected represent ﬁnal states. Given
the business intention, the interim state announced and
the two ﬁnal states accepted and rejected result in
one business transaction. We may call this business
transaction announce waste transport. According to
our business process activity model, the state arrived is
communicated by the import authority to notify the
export authority that the waste transport has arrived.
This is done in the business transaction called announce
transport arrival which represents a one-way message exchange. As shown in ﬁgure 7 the manage waste
transport business collaboration consists of two distinctive business transactions namely announce waste
transport and announce transport arrival.

Final

Figure 5. Business Entity Life Cycle
tool support we took the information from the meta model
(attributes and associations) and transformed it into corresponding WDL constructs. These WDL ﬁle is then used to
populate the correct worksheet.
BusinessEntityView

BusinessEntity
1..*

+ definition: String
+ description: String
+context
+behavior

BusinessEntityState
+ definition: String
+ description: String

+predecessingState *

0..1

BusinessEntityLifecycle
1..*

+ beginsWhen: String
+ endsWhen: String
+ exceptions: String
constraints
{pre-condition}
{post-condition}

Figure 6. UMM Meta Model for Business Entities

3.2

«BusinessCollaborationUseCase»
Manage Waste
Transport

Business Choreography View (BCV)

«include»

In the BRV the business analyst identiﬁed needs for communication in a collaborative business process by means
of business process activity models and state changes of
business entities. In the business choreography view the
business analyst builds upon these artifacts in order to develop formal models of business collaboration protocols. In
UMM, a business collaboration protocol is a choreography
of business transactions.
The concept of a business transaction speciﬁes the information exchange between exactly two business partners.
The need for an information exchange is identiﬁed by the
means of the shared business entity states in the BRV. It
is the task of a business transaction to align the business
information systems of the collaborating business partners.
In other words, the business transaction is responsible for
keeping all relevant business entities in the same state in
both information systems.
Synchronization of states is either required in an unidirectional or in a bi-directional way. In the former case,
the initiator of the business transaction informs the respond-

«BusinessTransactionUseCase»
Announce Waste
Transport

«include»
«BusinessTransactionUseCase»
Announce
Transport Arrival

Figure 7. Business Collaboration Requirements
In the remainder of this section, we will explain the semiautomatic generation of a business transaction using our
worksheet editor by means of the example business transaction announce waste transport. Furthermore, we
will outline how service speciﬁcations may be derived from
fully elaborated business transaction models.
Business Transactions Developing a business transaction starts with deﬁning a business transaction use case.
The business transaction use case captures the formal requirements of the to-be-developed business transaction.
Again, the business analyst applies worksheets to gather
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the know-how that is required to specify the aspects of
a business transaction. According to our example, we
deﬁne a business transaction use case announce waste
transport. Its corresponding worksheet is given in ﬁgure 8. Beside the common information (name, deﬁnition and purpose) the worksheet gathers information such
as the affected business entities - in our case waste
transport - as well as the participating roles (export
authority and import authority) and their activities (request waste transport and process waste
movement form).
Based on the business transaction use case worksheet
the worksheet editor creates the basic pattern of the business transaction. A business transaction is based on a UML
activity diagram and follows always the same pattern: Two
UML partitions are used to represent the two business partners. Each of them performs exactly one business action
that sends and/or receives business information. The initiator’s activity outputs information that is input to the responder’s activity. The information ﬂow in the reverse direction
is optional.

set to its ﬁnal state (accepted or rejected). Thus, it contains a bi-directional ﬂow of business information. Based
on this information the worksheet editor generates the
two partitions, assigns import authority and export
authority as responsible for the respective partition and
creates the requesting business activity request waste
transport in the partition of the export authority
and the responding business activity process waste
movement form in the import authority’s partition.
This basic stub for a business transaction was fully created out of the corresponding business transaction use
case worksheet (cf. ﬁgure 10. In order to complete the
announce waste transport business transaction we
require the following types of information: business transaction pattern, exchanged business information and quality
of service parameters.
Form: BusinessTransaction
General
Business Transaction Name
Definition
Description

Form: BusinessTransactionUseCase
General
Business Transaction Name
Definition
Description

Requesting Role
Responding Role
Requesting Activity
Responding Activity

Announce Waste Transport
"Announce Waste Transport" is used to provide the details of an intended
waste transport.

Post-condition
Begins When
Actions
Ends When
Exceptions

"Announce Waste Transport" deals with prior information
regarding the actual start of a waste shipment. The export
authority shall send signed copies of the completed
movement document to the competent authorities
concerned at least three working days before the shipment
starts. The import authority either accepts the notification or
rejects it.

Select Business Transaction Pattern
Request/Confirm
Secure Transport
true
Requestor's Side
Requesting Role
Export Authority
Requesting Business Activity Name
Notify Waste Transport
Time to Respond
PT1D0H0M0S
Time to Acknowledge Receipt
null
Time to Acknowledge Processing
null
Authorization Required
true
Non Repudiation Required
false
Non Repudiation of Receipt Required
false
Intelligible Check Required
true
Number of Retries
3
Responder's Side
Responding Role
Import Authority
Responding Business Activity Name
Process Waste Movement Form
Time to Acknowledge Receipt
null
Time to Acknowledge Processing
null
Authorization Required
true
Non Repudiation Required
false
Non Repudiation of Receipt Required
false
Intelligible Check Required
true
Business Information Envelopes
Information Envelope from Requesting Business Activity
Information Name
WasteMovementFormEnvelope
Information State
Are Contents Confidential?
True
Is the Envelope Tamperproof?
False
Authentication Required?
False
Information Envelope from Responding Business Activity
Information Name
WasteMovementAcceptanceEnvelope,
WasteMovementRejectionEnvelope
Information State
Are Contents Confidential?
True
Is the Envelope Tamperproof?
False
Authentication Required?
False

"Announce Waste Transport" deals with prior information
regarding the actual start of a waste shipment. The export authority
shall send signed copies of the completed movement document to
the competent authorities concerned at least three working days
before the shipment starts. The import authority either accepts the
notification or rejects it.
Export Authority
Import Authority
Notify Waste Transport
Process Waste Movement Form

Start/End Characteristics

Affected Business Entities
Pre-condition

Announce Waste Transport
"Announce Waste Transport" is used to provide the details of an
intended waste transport.

Waste Movement
A general notification of the intended waste transport already
exists.
Both the export authority and the import authority are aware of the
intended waste transport.
The export authority receives a movement announcement request
and hence has to notify the import authority.
The export authority receives an acceptance or rejection from the
import authority.
The time frame of the general notification is already exceeded.

Figure 8. Business Transaction Use Case
Worksheet
In case of announce waste transport we collected
the information shown in ﬁgure 8 using the appropriate
worksheet. Announce waste transport is performed
between the export authority - playing the requesting role - and an import authority - taking up the
responding role. The export authority performs the
requesting business activity request waste transport
and the import authority executes the responding business activity named process waste movement form.
We already know that the execution of announce waste
transport implies setting the business entity waste
transport to an interim state (announced) before it is

Figure 9. Business Transaction Worksheet
The business transaction pattern deﬁnes the type of a
legally binding interaction between two decision making
applications as deﬁned in Open-edi [8]. We distinguish
between two one-way (information distribution, notiﬁcation) and four two-way (query/response, request/response,
request/conﬁrm, commercial transaction) types of business
transactions. The patterns differ in the default values of the
tagged values characterizing a requesting/responding busi-
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«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

Requestor :ExportAuthority

Responder :ImportAuthority

«RequestingBusinessActivit...

sent a positive response. A rejection of the transport is signaled by a waste transport rejection envelope.
By having ﬁlled out the business transaction pattern, the
exchanged business document types, and the quality of service parameters (or accepting their default values) we are
ready to generate the entire business transaction from the
worksheet information. In case of our example , the worksheet as given in ﬁgure 9 results in the business transaction
shown in ﬁgure 10.
In a nutshell, the worksheet approach together with the
worksheet editor of our tool supports the user in modeling business transactions efﬁciently. The beneﬁt of our approach is two-fold: Firstly, the business analyst is guided
through the various steps needed to particularize the exchange of business information between business partners.
This guidance prevents the business analyst from producing
non-compliant artifacts. Secondly, the worksheet editor reliefs the modeler from recurrent modeling tasks. User input
is elicited in a wizard-like manner and the resulting business
transaction model is generated.

:WasteMovementAcceptanceEnvelope
:WasteMovementAcceptanceEnvelope

Notify Waste Transport
:WasteMovementRejectionEnvelope

:WasteMovementRejectionEnvelope
:WasteMovementFormEnvelope
BusinessFailure

«RespondingBusinessActivit...
Process Waste Movement Form

BusinessSuccess
:WasteMovementFormEnvelope

Figure 10. Waste Management Example:
Business Transaction Announce Waste
Transport

ness activity: is authorization required, is non-repudiation
required, time to perform, time to acknowledge receipt, time
to acknowledge acceptance, is non-repudiation of receipt
required and retry count. These tagged values are considered as self-explanatory. Due to space limitations we refer
the interested reader to the speciﬁcation [27] for more information concerning these parameters.
Considering our example business transaction
announce waste transport, the worksheet in ﬁgure 9 deﬁnes the respective quality of service parameters
and the business transaction pattern. It is a request/conﬁrm
business transaction, because the export authority
requests the waste transport, which is either conﬁrmed or
refused by the import authority playing the reacting
part. The pattern of the business transaction dictates
whether it is a one-way or a two-way message exchange. In
case of a one-way message exchange, the worksheet editor
permits only to deﬁne the request message. Otherwise, in
case of a request-response business transaction the user
is required to specify the type of the requesting business
document as well as the responding business document
types. Depending on the business intention of the business
transaction, different response document types might be
chosen to reﬂect a positive or a negative response to a
request.
In order to deﬁne the exchanged business document
types, the worksheet editor asks the business analyst to
choose from a set of business document types. Modeling of business documents is part of the business information view in the UMM. Due to space limitations we
do not elaborate the modeling of business information in
this paper, but assume that business information is already
present in our model. Considering our example worksheet in ﬁgure 9, the requesting business document sent
by the export authority is of type waste transport
movement form envelope. The import authority
may either accept or reject the waste transport. Thus, we use
a waste transport acceptance envelope to repre-

Business Collaborations A business transaction deﬁnes
only the exchange of one message and its optional reply between business partners in a B2B process. We
already learned that UMM uses the concept of a business collaboration protocol to represent complex collaborative processes. According to our waste management
example, we have another business transaction in place
dealing with the notiﬁcation of the waste transport arrival - we may further call it announce transport
arrival. The resulting business collaboration protocol
- we call it manage waste transport - is a sequence
of our example transaction announce waste transport
and announce transport arrival. Due to space
limitations we do not detail the announce transport
arrival and the rather simple business collaboration protocol manage waste transport. For more information,
the we refer the interested reader to our work in [5] and to
the UMM speciﬁcation [27].
Deriving software artifacts from UMM So far, we detailed the value of UMM for eliciting the business requirements in a B2B project. The tool-supported worksheet
approach generates modeling artifacts from worksheet input to speed up the development of B2B processes. In
this sub section, we show brieﬂy how a software engineer beneﬁts from UMM as stated at the beginning of
this paper. Likewise generating modeling artifacts from
worksheet input, a ﬁnal UMM model provides the foundation for deriving software artifacts to support the implementation of a partner’s abstract process. Consider
again our example business transaction announce waste
transport: If both partners - export authority and
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import authority - communicate through Web Services
each party has to provide the respective services in order to
fulﬁll its part of the public process. The service interface of
the import authority has to expose an operation to receive the waste movement form envelope. Similarly,
the export authority has to provide a service for the
receipt of a waste movement acceptance envelope
and a waste movement rejection envelope. Listings 2 and 3 shows stubs of WSDL port types for the service interfaces of the import authority and the export
authority, respectively.

comparing different types of business process modeling languages are provided in [15] [11]. Some of these approaches
are based on special notations [25] [17] [21] [28]. Others
customize the UML for business process modeling needs
[16]. Most of these UML approaches are based on activity
diagrams [24]. They either provide just guidelines on using
activity diagrams for this special purpose or they specify
a UML proﬁle. Traditionally, business process modeling
focuses on modeling business processes internal to an organization fulﬁlling customer needs [22]. More recent approaches also take inter-organizational business processes
into account[10] [12]. Due to the growing importance of
XML and Web Services, a lot of XML-based notations describing the orchestration and choreography of executable
business processes have been developed. The most popular
languages in this area are the Business Process Execution
Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [19] [13] and the
Business Process Speciﬁcation Schema (BPSS) [26].
The advantage of a business based requirements approach has also been outlined in [18] and [1]. McGovern
suggests the use of a business based approach in order to
avoid a late design breakage and integration problems. A
method similar to the requirements engineering approach
with UMM is proposed in [2] using use case maps (UCMs).
Such a scenario method allows the integration of different
viewpoints e.g. business value viewpoint or business process viewpoint. Although providing an iterative process and
a profound requirements engineering approach UCMs lack
the possibility to generate artifacts out of the captured information.
A Business Media Framework providing a solution for
the integrated management of business transactions is presented in [23]. Next to the business requirements, the model
presented also considers security and legal aspects in detail.
A framework for service-oriented software engineering has
been presented in [9]. The idea of the framework is to create
a well deﬁned business case in which the business processes
and the business requirements are identiﬁed by using UML
and BMPL diagrams. Similar to the approach with use case
maps this framework lacks the semi-automatic generation
of artifacts out of the collected information.

Listing 2. WSDL port type for the import authority
<w s d l : p o r t T y p e name=” I m p o r t A u t h o r i t y ”>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e W a s t e M o v e m e n t F o r m E n v e l o p e ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : W a s t e M o v e m e n t F o r m E n v e l o p e ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e A c k R e c e i p t ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : r e c e i v e A c k R e c e i p t ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e A c k P r o c e s s i n g ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : r e c e i v e A c k P r o c e s s i n g ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
</ w s d l : p o r t T y p e>

Listing 3. WSDL port type for the export authority
<w s d l : p o r t T y p e name=” E x p o r t A u t h o r i t y ”>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e W a s t e M o v e m e n t A c c e p t a n c e E n v e l o p e ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : W a s t e M o v e m e n t A c c e p t a n c e E n v e l o p e ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e W a s t e M o v e m e n t R e j e c t i o n E n v e l o p e ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : W a s t e M o v e m e n t R e j e c t i o n E n v e l o p e ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e A c k R e c e i p t ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : r e c e i v e A c k R e c e i p t ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
<w s d l : o p e r a t i o n name=” r e c e i v e A c k P r o c e s s i n g ”>
<w s d l : i n p u t m e s s a g e =” t n s : r e c e i v e A c k P r o c e s s i n g ” />
</ w s d l : o p e r a t i o n>
</ w s d l : p o r t T y p e>

Beside the operation for receiving business documents
both service interfaces deﬁne operations for receiving business acknowledgements. In UMM, business acknowledgements are deﬁned using the quality of service parameters
time to acknowledge receipt and time to acknowledge acceptance (cf. ﬁgure 9. The former one is sent, when a received business document passes sequence, grammar and
schema validation. The latter one is sent when the business document passes checks against additional business
rules. This example introduces only brieﬂy the potential
of a UMM model to derive artifacts for a software engineer.
In [4] and [7] we proposed a mapping of UMM to ebXML
BPSS and in [3] and [6] we outlined mappings to BPEL.

4

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown an approach that improves requirements engineering as part of the UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology for specifying B2B systems. Our approach helps to avoid inconsistencies between
worksheets capturing the business experts’ knowledge and
the modeling artifacts. This is realized by integrating a
worksheet editor into our UMM modeling tool.
The worksheets are not hard-coded into the modeling
tool. Instead XML-based worksheet deﬁnition ﬁles are dy-

Related work

Over the last couple of years, a lot of methodologies for
modeling business processes have been developed. Surveys
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namically loaded into the modeling tool. We introduce the
Worksheet Deﬁnition Language (WDL) that allows the creation of new worksheets and the customization of existing
worksheets.
Another feature of our worksheet editor is the semiautomatic generation of modeling artifacts in order to speed
up the modeling process and to ensure consistent results.
Finally, special report generation functions allow a validation of the B2B system speciﬁcation by the business experts.
By the work outlined in this paper, we improved the overall quality of requirements engineering in UMM-based B2B
projects.
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